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'Happy Warrior1 Providence Auditorium to
BeLocale of Next
ProductionDANCING AT 9:30
Prize Offered for Most
Becoming Beard at
Informal
Passing Is Mourned* * *
Roosevelt's Socialism
Theodoi-e H. Dorsey, noted convert and upen-uir speaker, who
iiililn-ssi-ii the assembled students of Seattle College last week. Mr.
Doney,a former aide of David Goldstein, explained the history and
purpose of the Laymen's Evidence Guild, the organization of which
he Is promoting. Stressing the importance of this type of work, Mr.
Doi-m-.v nimlc h plea for student cooperation with him in this work.
(For further drCallH pletwe turn to page 4.)
Miss Dorothy O'Neill who takes
the part of romance-seeking Ili-I-
gn Tjjti'smi in "Lore and Geogra-





Coming as the second produc-
tion of the Seattle College Dra-
matic Club this season, "Love
and Geography" a three-act' com-
edy will be staged Feb. 14 and 16
in the Providence Hospital audi-
torium.
The play, written by BJornst-
Jerne Bjornson, is under the direc.
tion of Charles Bras, and includes
in its cast Eugene Emard in the
leading role of Professor Tygeson;
Margaret Peabody as Karen, Ty-
geson's wife; Dorothy O'Neill as
Helga Tygeson; Angela Young in
the part of Mrs. Birgit Romer;
Professor Turman is to be played
by William Russell; John Prouty
portrays Henning— middle-aged
artist; the character of Miss Malta
Rambek is played by Donna June
Grinnell, and Vivian Crenna will
take the role of Ane, the nervous,
humorous maid.
Tickets for the play will go on
sale Monday, with sales in charge
of the various class officers. Mr.
Adolph Bischoff, S. J., Faculty
Advisor of the Drama Guild, an-
nounced that tickets for this play
will be on sale at two prices:adults^Torty cents, and students
twenty-five cents.
The stage staff, which will be
under the management of Har-
old Milieu, will be announced
Monday. Publicity and arrange-
ments will be in the hands of n
student committee to be announ-
ced tomorrow.
In view of Seattle College's ef-
!ort to establish a tradition of
worthwhile dramatic endeavor,
Futher James McGoldrick, S. J.,
dean, yesterday urged all students
to interest their friends in attend-
ing the coming play. He stressed
the point that ticket sales must be
large if dramatic presentations are
to become an established part of
the College's extra-curricular ac-
tivity.
Pleasure-bent students will fill
the .spacious halls of the Knights
of Columbus Friday night when
the Spectator sponsors an informal
mixer for students and friends of
the school.
The Yakima basketball team
will be the guests of the evening,
coming to the dance after the
game at Garrigan Gym. Dancing
to a popular collegiate orchestra
will begin at 9:30 and continue
to 12:30. Admission will be
twenty-five cents per person.
In a message to the students,
Robert Smith, Editor of the Spec-
tator made a plea for student at-
tendance.
"Spectator mixers have always
proven extremely popular in the
past," said Smith, "and from all
indications, uhis aff;rjr will be even
more so. The usual custom of in-
formal attire will prevail, and, In
conjunction with the current
movement, a prize will be offered
for the beard adjudged the most
becoming by a committee of wom-
en students.
"Make Friday evening a gala
event! The basketball game at
Garrigan gym should prove an ex-
citing preliminary to a full eve-
j'il'l' Of 'MM
"The Spectator Dance should be
iti true college affair with every
student in school in attendance.
This is one activity in which every-
one is able to participate actively.
IIn the past the students have turn-
ed out "en masse" for these mix-
ers. Make this dance an all college
gathering! Make Friday evening
a miniature College night!"
Those on the committee ap-
pointed toJudge the best beard in-
clude Madeline Murphy, Margaret
Peabody and Peggy Dougherty.
The prize was not disclosed at a
late hour yesterday but the com-
mittee has given their assurance
Ithat it will be worth striving for.
There will be no advance ticket




The regular monthly meeting of
the Seattle College Alumni Asso-
ciation will be held Sunday morn-
ing at Seattle Preparatory School. '<
Mass will be at 9 in the school
■Lapel, followed by breakfast, af-
ti i which a meeting will be held.
A prominent speaker will ad- j
treat the group. All the alumni£ well iia present College stu-!
ile,us are invited to attend, ac- 1
cording to George R. Stuntz.;
president <>f the organisation.
This afternoon Seattle College
debaters participate for the sec-
ond time in a three-cornered
forensic meet between Seattle-
Pacific College, Seattle College,
and the University of Washing-
ton. The tournament is to be
held at Seattle Pacific College.
Mr. Carroll, S. J., debate mod-
erator, is entering the teams In
the competition. Angelo Magna-
no and John Prouty will argue
t/he affirmative case, whereas,
John Peter and Frank Hayes will
uphold the negative. A girls'
team, composed of Helen Mac-
Donald and Rosanne Flynn will
support the affirmative.
An invitation has been accept-1
ed from the Holy Name Society
of Sacred Heart parish to stage
a demonstration debate before
that body February li. The .same
men who were entered in the Pa-
cific Xori Invest Debate Tourna-
ment at tjonaaga. will (>e the
speakers on this occasion. A pub-
lir debate is also being planned
for the near future.
A in o n k other intercollegiate
meets planned for the season, the
junior debate teams will compete
ill an elimination tournament to
be held early in March at the







A large' and enthusiastic au-
dience heard Mr. Adolph Blschoff,
S. J., member of the college Eng-
lish department, lecture Wednes-
day evening,at the KnlgJhU of Co-
lumbus hall, on Sigrid Undset the
Norwegian novelist and winner of
the Nobel prize in 1928. Rev.
.I.wnes B. McGoldrick, S. J., Dean
of Seattle College, introduced the
speaker of the evening.
Inaugurating a series of month-
ly lectures on modern writers. Mr.
Ilisiiioff announced that subse-
quent lectures will treat of the
lives and works of Thornton Wil-,
der, Sinclair Lewis. Hervey Mien.
with a final discussion of Trends/
In the Modern Novel.
A graduate of Gonzaga Univer-
sity and a former student at the
University of Santa Clara, Mr.
lilschoff has specialized in Eng-
lish literature. Before coining to
Seattle College he was engaged in
working towards a Ph. D. in Eng-
lish at the University of Wash-
ington. Since joining the college
faculty Mr. Blscboff has been ac-
tive in lecturing before Seattle
dubs and at. literary gatherings.
His present series of lectures is
being presented monthly in re-
sponse to many requests for such
■ Kiiee,
Mr. BilOboff is active ~on the
Spectator, being faculty advisor.





During the past two weeks the
Rev. Francis ,1. McCarrlgle. S. J.,
Prefect of Jesuit schools through-
out the Northwest, has been of-
ficially visiting Seattle College.
Preparatory to submitting a re-
port on the work being carried on
at the College, Father Mcdarrigle
has been auditing 'he classes in
the various college departments.
An astute student and keen ob-
■erver of modern educationui
tnethodl, Father Mi(iarrigle is
working on plans to further the
Interest! of the college, in view
of modern si.mil.iids of education,
Father is considering the necessity
hi depart mentalizinn the college
What Ihe outcome of his visit to
the college will be is at present
not certain. Hut it is felt that
Father McGarriKle's stay in Seal-
tie will result in an increase of
interest in the n. ,-d. and problems
confronting the sollege.
While in Seattle on his ofti.ial
inspection of Seattle College, Fa-
ther MoOarrlgle has been active
in addressing several local gTOUp!
lie ,also continuing his series of
monthly lectures on modern phil-
osophy.
Informal Nets $30
The Seattle College Winter In-
formal realized a net profit of
||0 tor Ike Student llody Fund,
it was atiuounceil last week by
the committee in i-burgc The
expense, wliieh reached a new
"high" for the College, totalled
1171. Socially the dance was
highly successful and the "
chairmen, Madeline Murphy and
Kit itirney, thank the committee
and the student body for their
co-operation which made that suc-
cess possible
Ambitious Biology Students Announce Surplus Of Dumb Animals;




Culminating their long years of
training, two members of the col-
lege faculty. Rev. James B. Mc-
Goldrick, S. J., and Rev. Howard
Peronteau, S. J., as well as Rev.
Francis Logan, S. J.. will pro-
nounce their final vows as Jesu-
its on the morning of February
2. The simple ceremony will be
held in St. Joseph's Church.
The final vows mark the end of
the many years of a Jesuit's
training. Starting as novices, then
successively pursuing the studies
of classical languages, sciences,
philosophy, and sacred theology,
the Jesuits finish their training
with a year devoted to what cor-
responds to a second novitiate.
Following this second novitiate,
or "Tertianship," members of the
Society of Jesus pronounce their
final religious vows.
Father Peronteau entered the
Society in 1915 at Los Gatos, Cali-
fornia. Later he made his philos-
ophical studies at Mount St. Mi-
chael's, taught in Spokane for
three yearn, and then studied
TheoloK.v in Louvain, Belgium,
and at Heythrop College, near
Oxford, England. Following his
return to the Un11c d States,
Father Peronteau has been sta-
tioned at Seattle College.
Rev. Father McGoldrlck en-
tered th c Society of Jesus in
1918 at Tullaheg, Ireland. Com-
ing to the United States in 1920
he spent a year at Los Gatos,
Cal. Kroi > 1!»21 to 1924. Father
McGoldrlck studied philosophy at
Mount. St. Michael's, Spokane.
His years of teaching, 1924 to
1927, were spent at Gonzagu
University. Father completed his
theological studies a t Weston,
Mass., between the years 1927-
1931. Following his ordtnation
to the prksthood. Father Mc-
Cioldrlck gained his Ph. D. at the
University of Washington. Dur-
ing 1933, Father served as dean
of Seattle College, and in 1934
he completed his tertainship at
Manresa Hall, Port Townsend.
Rev. Francis Logan, S. J., of
Seattle Prep, entered the Society
in 1919 at Los Gatos, studied
philosophy at St. Michael's, Spo-
kane, then completed his theo-
logical studies at Louvain, Bel-
glum, and Vienna, Austria. Or-
dained in 1933, he finished his
training at Port Townsend.
The Happy Warrior is dead!
,After nearly four years of lingering
on the'boTder ofthe hereand here-
after, the end comes to the great
man; thedeath rattle is heard over
the land, and the ghost Is passed.
For nearly four years America
has watched the crises come and
go since the fatal days of the
1932 Chicago convention, which
the Happy Warrior left, mortally
wounded by the Rooseveltian vic-
tory. Hope welled up for his
safe recovery at that grand mo-
ment of tlie famous handclasp
In New York early in 1933.
But then came the succes-
sive hope and concern for the
Happy Warrior as he succes-
sively rallied to the New Deal
and relapsed Into the sick bed
of the opposition during the
critical first two yearn of the
Roosevelt administration.
slowly the sky has blackened
these last dark days as the
Happy Warrior dabbled in the
earn of the sanipractlc-na-
1ure euro— Liberty League—
and Dually, Sunday night, the
intor wortlilessneas of thecura-
tive powers of the league
showed themselves as the
Ifuppy Warrior's death rattle
;. :yil Rm ;:-j»lrV !:".'.< hepi-
of his recovery and announced
the passing of that great man
whom we all rightly mourn.
Unfortunately, the elrcum-
stances of his passing were not
pleasant, as we would wiah the
death of great men tq be. His
body— for we could not concede
that the soul of the Happy War-
rior could be possessed
— his body
must have been possessed as if
by some avengeful genii
— per-
haps by those members of the
American Liberty League who
wined and dined in their final
triumph over this great man
—
those men who gloried in his
passing. Truly, the spirit of the
Happy Warrior must have passed
away for we cannot conceive this
friend of the people speaking
the strange things that were
spoken that night.
Chief among the xtrange
things Hpoken wiim the charge
thai the acts of the a«lnihilK-
tration Hqunred off bettft* to
the Socialist plattOHN than to
the 1»S»U Democratic platrural.
"It is not the first time that
a group <rf ""'" have utolcn
tin- livery of the «-hun-h to do
the work of the devil." Now,
if laws like the Social Beewtty
legislation. Railway Pensions,
fYaginr Labor Relations bill,
\. \. A., N. R. A., N. Y. .\..
<-l,,are socialistic, then all w«-
can say is that there arc many I




-t ii<l<-iii". ><"«, <-v<-n ■ two-thirds
majority of the P— OOTeHn
convention
—
In Aim-rica today. 1
Now If the speaker would re- \
main as consistent in his speech
as he would have the president
in his actions, then from his in- I
Histence on representative democ- (
racy, he should recognize that ,
since a majority of the party en- i,
dorses "Rooseveltian Socialism," (
then that must be what the party |
wants. And many people can see ,
that "Rooseveltian Socialism,"1
especially of the brand that has {
been used In the past three years. |
is certainly preferable to com- (
plete Socialism that might have ]
come If the firm hand of Roo»e- \
velt bad not taken the helm. ,
stayed the radical mutineers, ,
and steered the State to safety, t
My Pliillip BM|MMI
Friends and neighbors of Se-
atle College, once more may you
throw the cat out the door when
the shades of night have stolen
in and the sun has gone down
with impunity! The biology stu-
dents of old B.C. b«g to announce
a surfeit of brute subjects on ice.
The cause of science has been
nobly advanced: Von ueserve our
thanks.
Now we don't like to be always
asking; but it's like this: We now
have, inhibiting our scientific In-
vestigations as to the means and
wherebys of an animal's func-
tions, the lack of a certain rare
type of specimen. Descending for
a moment to the vernacular of
the Lab, this particular animal.
While alive, is called "homo sa-
piens" and a variety of other
names, more or less descriptive
bu' not exactly pertinent to this
appeal.
Desiring not to appear vague
and yet not knowing exactly how-
to broach so delicate a matter.
! will describe the animal, and.
especially, the particular variety
in which we are intorested, and
would take the most pleasure in
working upon. His hair hasan un-
natural tendency to curl, or to ap-
pear that it has such a tendency,
all over the ihend of the subject and
is generally of a greasy nature.
The whiskers of this type of "ho-
mo sapiens" are of an astonish-
ingly negligible quantity. The
longer it stretches the better, of
course: its reflexes will be the
morn astonishing. If it drinks
more than one would characteris-
tically expecT of a body, be sure
to mark him. It will cut the use
of formaldehyde in half. Again,
thois lulled "In-Lawi" *re of
particular Intereet (or they serai
to lie itic most common and easily
obtainable. Even an ln-Law to
he. however distant the relation-
ship or the dr,-ailed event, is al-
ways more Intereitlni than a
normal specimen.
The cpn'stion is. (we ha\
the permits and licenses D6CM-
Hary). would you, could you, 01
must we supply the ne.deil speci-
men? Assured that you will ro
to almost any lengths to aid Bl
In our extremity as you have
done in the past. I, in behalf of
the biology class, of Seattle Col-
lege, have done mv best to point
out the kind and sort of apecin.en
in which we are personally inter-
ested and of which we stand in
urgent need.
Seattle, Washington, Wednesday, January 29, 1936
OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF SEATTLE COLLEGE
DORSEY ADDRESSES STUDENTS







K. OF G. HALL FRIDAY
Cast Chosen For Drama
Club Presentation; Date







ards, in his youth, excelling all
his dancing-school companions in
the art of the Russian ballet.
Seen at the Holy Names dance
at the K. of C: Myrdie Lecture.
Bob McClaire, Bernard Pearce,
Tony Daigle. Don Larson, Jack
Ouelette, George Costello, Mary
Frances O'Connell, Cad Corrlgan,
John Peter.
And at the Junior Council
Tolo: Monie Peabody and Itili
Jahn; Betty Williams and Carl
Robinson; Bill Russell and Peggy
Sauter; Henrietta Brown and
John Prouty.
We hear that Madeleine Mur-
phy recently reversed the formal
and customary form of introduc-
tion before acquaintance, by
making friends with a certain
young man and being introduced
later. Of course, it might have
been a case of mistaken identity,
but even then it sounds diverting—
for the stranger!
Speaking of cute names, here's
another: Jim Dibb— He's a Fresh-
man and Ihear interesting things
about him. Wonder of anyone
has dibbs on Jim?
Oh, By the Way: See you at
the Spectator Dance after the
basketball game Friday.
Secrets will out, and anyway
this one is too good to keep:
Girls and Boys, Myrdie Lecture
has a perfectly 'Del'iclous middle
name. He'll tell you about It,
if you ask him.
And when Betty McPhee is
taken home from the dance by
"the guy that brung" somebody
else— well, something ought to
happen!
Heard in the hall:
Mary Francos O'Connell (in a
very hoarse voice): Guess I'll go
down to the Biology Lab and see
Mr. Schmidt.
Fr. Reidy: Have him take the
frog out of your throat!
Art Olmer: Aw, leave it there.
Father, she might croak!
Double Trouble: Bonnie Smith
at the dance with Bonnie Smith!
Things We Like: The violet
eyes of the LeCain sisters, Pat
and Madeleine; Cad Corrigan's
blarney; Bill Miller's earnestness;
Dorothy O'Neill's complexion; Jim
Casey's choice of vocabulary for
assembly speeches; Ed Schade's
grin; Vivian Crenna's "Murrillo-
ish" beauty; Marian McCullough's
and Jeanette Grainger's school
spirit.
From Out The Past: Bob Rich-
diseased condition. Definite re-
ports of the success of this treat-
ment are lacking, but the experi-
ment is meeting with some ap-
proval in the scientific world.
Dr. Henry Connell, of King-
ston, Ontario, has discovered
what appears to be the most suc-
cessful cure yet evolved. His
remedy was discovered In the
course of his research work on
eye diseases. Its name, "ensol."
Is short for enzyme solution. He
has been using enaol for only six
months, but his success has been
so remarkable that Dr. J. A.
Waulkner. minister of health of
Ontario, has refused to buy any
more radium, formerly the only
remedy used. Cancer cannot be
considered cured until the pa-
tient has lived for five years
after the apparent disappearance
of the disease and Dr. Connell
has used ensol only a compara-
tively short time, but in 242
cases, and only extreme ones
were treated, only nine were lost.
He is sure the same,remedy will
show like results in the treat-
ment of tuberculosis.
Thus in research work on the
treatment of cancer, science has
gone a long way from the early
Roman days, when Cato, the Cen-
sor, used mashed cabbage as a
remedy to the use today of the
X-Ray, radium, surgery,ensol
and many other methods. Witih-
out a doubt a cure for cancer
will be found either in some of
the existing remedies or in some
new research work.
In science's seemingly endless
search for a cure for that dread
disease, cancer, many unusual
experiments have been conducted.
Perhaps the strangest experi-
ment, to the layman at least. Is
the use of the cobra venom. Dr.
Adolph Monae-Lesser, of New
York, was the first to try this
remedy. In his theory of can-
cer he holds that certain malig-
nant growths were associated
with abnormal conditions of the
nerve centers. These nerve cen-
ters Induced activity in certain
cells, whlcih congregated and
built up abnormal or malignant
tissue. Cobra venom was known
to produce a terrific effect on the
nervous system, so Dr. Monae
Lesser's theory was that if a
person suffering from cancer
were given a diluted solution of
venom there would be a com-
paratively mild shock in the
nerve centers that would be fol-
lowed by a correction of the ab-
normality; a kind of regenera-
tion. The doctor carried on his
experiments in Paris and treated
116 patients in one year. The
majority of their patients ob-
tained relief from pain. In other
cases the disease was clearly
averted and in others it seemed
to be cleared up.
With t)he same theory of the
cause of cancer in mind, a Lon-
don surgeon has recently been
attempting to cure the malady
by dissecting out all the nerves
leading to and from the diseased
portion for the extent of their
Reveries On a Streetcar
Congratulations are in order for Madeline Murphy and
Edward Birney, co-chairmen of the successful Winter In-
iormal. While the dance did not replenish the student
body coffers to any great extent it was in all probability
the most successful in the history of the School from the
standpoint of actual student participation.
In the past, while our dances have always been well at-
tended, College students were conspicuous toy their ab-
sence. It was the young Catholic crowd, friends of the
school, but not the students themselves? that made up the
majority of those in attendance.
The purpose of this affair is not a money making
proposition; it is, on the other hand, an attempt to bring
the students together during recreation hours, as well as
during work periods:— an attempt to create a spirit of
friendliness, and cooperation among the students.
The dance last Saturday did just that. It marked a mile-
stone in the development of the College. No longer must
we depend on outside participation to insure a successfull
dance. We are, in truth, independent.
With wheels before and wheels behind
—
Witli wheels that groan and wheels that grind
And trolleys that never seem to find
The wires on which they run;
With shabby roofs that always leak
And greasy floors that always reek
And windows loese that crack and creak
And never show the sun.
They jerk and they lurch and then lean and sway
And the bells ding-dong (ill ti)ie livelong day — J
A dusty ride for which you pay ,
A little copper token;
They rattle along like a comic show
And cost the city heaps of dough.
Until to the Junk-yard they must go—
All battered, bruised and broken.
Imagine how quiet the streets would seem,
If street car rides were Just a dream,
With never a rail or track or seam,
To rattle or to. bang on;
But your car breaks down, or it's in the garage.
Or the wife takes it out for a face massage;
Then back to the streetcars you must dodge
—




There are two events of such importance to all interested in the
theatre that it is difficult for me to know which one to discuss first.
Perhaps the best way is to take them chronologically. Iwill begin
with the event scheduled for February tenth. On that date, the
Metropolitan Theatre will house, the "Tobacco Road" company
which will be here for a week's engagement. No play has caused so
much discussion and comment in the last twenty-five years. "To-
bacco Road" has been termed "the epic American play' and is now
in Its third year and 900th performance on Broadway.
The second event of importance to all persons Interested in the
theatre, either professionally or as amateurs, will be the thirdannual
Regional Drains iSonferenqe Feb. 13,.14 and I^. This . conclave
which draws delegates from all of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Mon-
tant. Wyoming and Canada, is under the sponsorship of the division
of drama of the University of Washington. Subjects of Integral in-
terest to teachers, directors, actors, puppeteers, costumers, stage de-
signers, and all phases of theatrical activity will be discussed during
the three-day meeting. All of the local little theatres will have
special performances scheduled for the week end. "The Merchant
of Venice," "Taming of the Shrew" and "Journey's End" are offered
by the Studio Theatre. "Mistress of the Inn" and "The Prince and
the Dragons'" at the Cornish School; "Peer Gynt" at the Playhouse.
"Nell Gwynn". British Film, at the Egyptian, and "Accent on Youth"
at the Penthouse.
The Repertory Playhouse is offering a revival of "Peer Gynt"
which was such'a hit a few seasons back. Music will be furnished
by a selected group of Seattle Symphony members who have been
working on special arrangements of the famous Peer Gynt Suite.
"Per Gynt" is scheduled to open Friday, January 31 and to play
every Friday and Saturday night for a limitedrun.
The Old Globe Theatre Players, who held sway at the Moore
Theatre from Jan. 13 to 18, presented something new in the way
of Shakespeare and many interesting comments have been made on
this company. The main criticism seems to be that this type of
presentation, the streamlined idea, is definitely not adaptable to most
of Shakespeare's works because It is almost impossible to give to
an audience a true picture of a deep subject in such a short space of
time. In spite of this fault it was felt by all who saw the company
that comedy was the only type of the Bard's works which could be
cut down and at the same time not lose the essence of the play.
John A. Willard did a fine piece of acting in his part of Marcus An-
tonius In "Julius Caesar."
INFORMALITY
Next Friday evening the Spectator is sponsoring a highly
informal student dance at the Knights of Columbus' Hall.
The main purpose of the affair is to help finance the
Spectator. With this issue, as you undoubtedly know by
this time, your College publication has been increased to
six pages. This entails considerable additional expense.
Whether we will be able to continue to
'
print this larger
issue depends entirely upon the students.
As the school continues expanding in size, the activities
must increase proportionately to insure the proper balance
between actual school work and extra-curricular activities.
The Spectator, because of its wide circulation, is one of
the best means of advertising the school. Certainly it is
an activity worthy of your support.
We realize that many students cannot afford to lend
active assistance to this project. It requires a good deal
of effort and time which many, because of other activi-
ties, cannot give.
Here is a chance to help the paper in a manner which
is not only inexpensive but highly enjoyable. Save the
date. Friday night at the Knights' Hall.
If you're still throwing off the yoke, don't bother to
shave the bristles off your chin. If you want to wear those
cast-off cords, don't let us stand in your way.If you want
to trip the light fantastic in a gingham gown, go right
ahead. But be there! That's the main thing.
(Note to women students)
— The Yakima Junior College
team, that aggregation of handsome he-men from east of
the mountains, will be the guests of the evening. Those
who have viewed the Yakima team in action claim that
many of the boys bear a striking resemblance to the var-
ious heroes of the Hollywood movie colony. But don't




A stepladder without any steps
in it, for washing windows on
the ground floor." " "
What has Eddie Cantor and
Fred Allen got that we haven't
got ... In our 'ii'iimhi." » "
Definitions
A newspaper is what people
don't like the editorials in some-
tinii's, so why don't they read a
different one?" » "
HIM Sklnnir says that double
chins are what ladies look best
without and make them feel
better If they havent' got, or,
if they have, have their faces
lifted, which they don't." " »
The coat and the pants do all
the work and the vest gets all
the gravy.
Bohs: "Say, what does this
mean? Someone called up, said
you were sick and that you
couldn't show up today."
Al Steele: "Ha Ha. The jokes
on him. He wasn't supposed to
.all up until next Friday" . . .
Allen doesn't work there any
more. * " "
Local News Flash
Sheriff Jed Dunkeldorf and
two deputies went to the wilds
of Renton Junction after a still.
They came back to the city with
tales of having been chased by a
snake eight feet long and as big
around as a five-gallon Jug. It
is generally believed that they
found the Mill" » "
KnUghtcning Inventions
A sieve without any holes in It
for people who aren't particu-
larly Interested In straining any-
thing.
looking at its cover. I opened
it. A purpleish-colored picture
seemed to leap from the page
and strike my eyes. "An un-
usual photograph of an absessed
wisdom tooth," said tihe caption
underneath the picture. Hor-
ros, dental magazine. Just like
a dentist, to leave things like
that around to get a person all
stirred up. And no modesty. To
.show v picture like that of a wis-
dom tooth in the privacy of some
person's mouth. No longer is a
person safe, when a prying den-
tist will go around taking pic-
tures of a person's mouth.
Shameful! I picked up another
magazine, carefully looking at
the cover to see the name, so
that Iwould not again be thus
surprised. A Liberty. Iopened
it. "Four out of five have pink
toothbrush." Who cares what
color their toothbrushes are.
"See your dentist twice a year,"
it Mid. Idropped the magazine,
but another ad turned its face
up: "Remove that ugly film from
your teeth." Was there no end.
I started to drum on the table
and ramsmbeTtd hopefully that
Ihad to write an essay when I
got home. Perhaps Ihad better
■Up out and see the dentist some
other time. A rasping sound and
a muffled cry and a squeal In
ihi' next room decided me. I
stood up and made one step tow-
ard that heaven of safety, the
door, when a calm masculine
voice arrested me. "I'm ready
for you now!" Ismiled weakly.
"Oh Doctor."
The fact that the basketball team was forced to go to
the students in order to obtain funds to defray expenses
for the various trips, needs investigation as to the cause
of their predicament.
The trouble seems to lie with the students themselves.
Had they supported the team and attended the games as
they should, there would be a surplus in the athletic fund
instead of a deficit.
True, many of the women students have been attending
the games. But what is wrong with the men? Time waH
when athletics concerned chiefly those of the bewhiskered
sex. Not that the women's attendance isn't appreciated.
More power to them.
Let's hear some of those deep masculine voices Friday
night when Captain Jimmie Finn and his lads do battle
with the Yakima Jaysees.
The time had come. All of
my youthful happiness left me.
I felt suddenly us though Ihad
been guilty of transgression and
was about to be punished. An
appointment wltih the dentist.
This phrase makes strong men
blanch with fear; it makes cow-
ards out of heroes. Indeed li
has the democratic effect of
making ell men equal. A man
may be feared by all his enemies,
yet he will cringe from a dentist
Chair. A man may be a public
hero, eulogized, respected anden-
vied by all the world, but to the
dentist he is just another case
of incipient pyhorrea. Thus ran
my bitter reflections us I tiptoed
down the odorous hallway, where
moans of patients commingled
with the clatter of typewriters.
For the marliini's have no souls
and usually the y o 0 n g women
who work in dentists' offices
have no 'hearts. Now I pause
outside my dentist's office. "My
dentist," why had I tho v k li t
that? Should any man as heart-
less as he, be my dentist? Heav-
ens forbid! Let some oth>" t
person claim him. Iopened the
door, hesitantly and peeked in,
ready to beat a hasty retreat. No
one there. Istepped into the
room, a nurse opened another
door and said. "Doctor, will be
ready for you In fifteen min-
utes." Fifteen minutes, nine
hundred seconds. "They hardly
give a person time to get ready,"
Imurmured darkly. Isat down
in a lumpy upholstered chalr| It
was very uncomfortable. Imoved
over to the hard settee and
picked up a magazine without
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Faculty, Students
See Loss Of Trade
Preferable to War
Muslim: opinions 00 p;ist exper-
iences of the United Smies in war
and neutrality, faculty and stu-
dents of Seattle College in a poll
last week declared themselves
unanimously in favor of the re-
striction of American trade with
belligerent nations, even at the
cost of losing our foreign mar-
kets, as the only practical means
at the command of the United
States to avoid entanglement in
any general war that may result
from the present strained condi-
tions in Europe. Students ques-
tioned on the advisability of in-
ternational cooperation to insure
peace, answered in the majority
that American participation in
some form or another of interna-
tional discussion in times of gen-
eral peace would do much to
lessen the possibility of future
war.
A majority, however, con-
demned the League of Nations
as hopeless and helpless. Gen-
erally, students recognized their
obligation to support the United
States in any war in which it
might become involved.
Typical faculty and student
expressions are given in other
columns of this page.
American experience in a cen-
tury and a half of foreign rela-
tions has taught the United States
the costliness of insisting on the
rights instead of the duties of a
neutral. In the words of James
Brown Scott, speaking before the
American Society of International
Law, they have learned that "in
the future we must decide wlie-
ther we shall have war without
former neutral, rights or peace
with neutral duties."
The undeclared war with
France in the closing of the
eighteenth century, the war of
1812, and finally America's part
in the World War, are the sorry
examples of America's attempts
to be neutral and at the same
time to promote trade in war ma-
terials with one or all of the bel-
ligerents.
"Neutrality of the strictest type
to keep the United States out of
future war" Is the unanimous
opinionexpressedIna student poll
made during the past week. An-
swering the question "How can
America best stay out of War?"
students without exception stated
that neutrality, not merely non-
intervention or non-alliance with
any parties to the conflict, but
even to the extent of embargo on
American foreign trade was the
only way open to avoid entangle-
ment In foreign war.
Allan Steele, president Aiwool-
nted Student* of Seattle (V>llege,
Senior:
"The best way for tihe United
States to stay out of war is to
keep away from the occasions of
war. These occasions are the
unnecessary Interference in for-
eign political differences. We
who live In America are not
cursed with the problem of ex-
cessive nationalism that natur-
ally exists in Europe and Asia.
We should remain, as much as
possible, free from International
differences, and we should be
prepared, but not looking for
war.
"If the United States should
become entangled in a war, it
would be my duty, as well aa
every other American's, to de-
fend my country."
Margaret. Peabody, president
Associated Women Students of
Seattle College, Junior:
"I believe in the strict neu-
trality as propounded by Sena-
tors Nye and Norris. If America
does not want to get into war
she should have absolutely noth-
ing to do with warring countries.
But I am an American citizen
and would support the United
States in any war it might
wage."
Bob Smith, editor of the Spec-
tator, Junior:
"Past experience has shown us
that any dealings with belliger-
ents sooner or late entangle us
in the conflict... Therefore, the
safest policy to follow would be
one of strict neutrality which,
while it might mean immediateI
--nl tilion I <nn imagine In n
plan i>l prcpairiliK-s.s to spend
annually through government
a sum i'i|ii;il to the loss in
tra«le suffered by refusal to
sell abroad. Tills will keep
our economic machinery run-
ning independently.
"Had we done this in 1914 we
would have In the course of five
years spent fifteen billion dol-
lars on flood control, slum clear-
ance, swimming pools and old
age pensions— a much more sat-
isfying picture to look at than
the twelve billion dollars of our
national debt which represents
imcollectable loans to tihe Allies
and another six billion dollars
of the yet unpaid bill for our
own participation in the war to
end wars.
"No one Is neutral when the
pocketbook is affected."
Mr. Clifford Carroll, S. J., pro-
fessor of economics:
"The strict neutrality' of Nye
and Norris destroys the age-old
concept of neutrality, takes away
the legitimate war profits of non-
belligerents, works a hardship,
leads to non-combatants striving
to restore the political and eco-
nomic balance.
"Once pressure of war propa-
ganda was removed, men ex-
pressed wonder that our initially
pro-German tendencies of the
early European war should have
changed as it seemed so sud-
denly in favor of the Allies.
"The investigation of Nye
and Morris lays the rumor of
commercial motives or shows
the futility of trying to dis-
prove the higli motives of
America In entering into the
World War. Kven If the com-
mittee should prove Its point,
that Morgan was guilty, the
motives of commercial expe-
diency and blood-coining cu-
pidity were not to be attrib-
uted to the people, but to a
very few. Even without this
priming factor we would have
gone to war In defense of our
ideals.
"As to averting war, unpre-
paredness is not a way, because
a war, if there is one, will be
brought to us. But in the event
of a serious war In Europe, the
best policy the United States
could pursue to preserve peace,
while at the same time not Ignor-
ing the fact that we have a rea-
sonable moral obligation to see
justice done to all nations despite
their size or economic strength,
would be absolute isolation."
Lucille Volkey, Sophomore:
"To stay out of war the United
States should keep out of the
League of Nations, which can be
compared with the old lady In
the shoe who had so many chil-
dren she didn't know what to do.
The League of Nations has so
many troubles that it is helpless
to do anything about them, espe-
cially when a few of the 'chil-
dren' can run the whole Bhow.
As for peace conferences and
p,acts, American should partici-
pate in them in order to lend
Its voice to constructive peace
attempts. Ibelieve that such
things can be done.
"When a war is actually in
progress, the United States
should show its neutrality by
having no commercial or political
dealings with the warring na-
tions. The wealth of American
resources is so great that the
temporary loss of some of our
foreign trade would not affect us
permanently. Such temporary
losses could well be born in con-
sideration of the losses that
would be entailed by participa-
tion in the war."
Raphael Daigle, Freshn»a»:
"I believe t* a t the United
States should refuse to export to
any warring nations any goods
which will aid In the continua-
tion of the war. But in regards
to the ordinary peacetime ship-
ments, they tfhould be allowed to
continue, because any embargo of
.such supplies would be taken as
discrimination against the war-
ring nations and lead to un-
friendly feelings toward us.
"I would support any war of
defense In behalf of America,
and even any unavoidable offen-
sive war. but would strongly
disapprove any offensive war
which could be avoidedby peace-1
able and practical means."
Angela Young, Junior:
"The United States should not
engage in trade in arms and mu-
nitions or even in goods that
might aid In the carrying on of
a war, nor should we protect na-
tionals in the war zone. In
peacetime America should steer
absolutely clear of all foreign
alliances, leagues and confer-
ences. Only in a war of inva-
Bion would Isupport the United
States."
Phillip Hargreaves, Junior:
"War is merely a large fight,
started by bullying, rasih conduct
or misunderstanding, so, since
most of Mie people in the world
do not fight, give us a truly rep-
resentative government and a
real international judicial body
to interpet the laws and we will
have peace.
"But because the wrong men
will get into power there will be
more wars. Iwould consider it
my duty to help defend our
country in any defensive war or
international action to prevent
an unjust war, but cannot see
myself helping in any unjust ag-
gressive war."
Observing strict neutrality,
while at the same time taking
reasonable precaution not to ig-
nore our moral obligation to see
justice done to all nations, is the
best means of keeping the United
States out of foreign wars, ac-
cording to opinions gathered
from prominent members of the
faculty of Seattle College. Sub-
sidizing the American people for
their loss In foreign trade occa-
sioned by wartime embargoes Is
advocated by Rev. Raymond L.
Nichols, S. J.. whose plan is pre-
sented among the following
opinions expressed by members
of the College faculty.
Rev. Daniel .1. Rrtdy, S. J.,
professor of ethics and ■octotoori
"As long as the United States
takes no active part in tihe con-
duct of a war it is technically
termed neutral.
"In Its attempts to maintain
the friendship of both belliger-
ent nations various attitudes, of
course, could be adopted; from
banning the- sale of ammunition
or strictly war materials to the
inclusion of every article that
in any way contributes to the
waging of a war. What stand
we eventually take will depend
on the decision of our statesmen,
but as long as our treatment is
the same for all parties it could
hardly be termed a violation of
neutrality.
"I may add thut what Is
theoretically correct might In
Its practical application be-
come a raw of partisan dis-
crimination, as, for example,
when 11 commodity like oil is" banned, which one belligerent
party does not nee<l, but which
Is absolutely essential to the
other.
"The propriety of making
public acts of the Wilson admin-
istration that discredit our for-
mer president must be judged by
the good likely to result from
such publicity. Such a good
might possibly be legislation
providing safeguards against a
similar occurrence in the fu-
ture."
Rev. Raymond lv Nichols, S.
J., prof«-ssor of history:
"Another world war between
Italy and Germany on one side,
England, France and a host of
small nations on the other, pre-
sents a dilemma to the United
States.
"If we refuse to sell to the
belligerents as a gesture of neu-
trality, we will so . disrupt our
economics here that a revolution
will put the Townsendites in con-
trol of the land.
"If we sell to either side, at
the conclusion of the war the
United States will be found
holding the sack of unpaid debts.
"How can we avoid either
horn of the dilemma? The only
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economic difficulty, would be
much rhpaper than the huge ex-
penditures necessitated by a war
such as that of 1914."
John Proiity, I)<■ h.ll ■" Club
member, Ho|>h<>inore:
"We can beat stay out of war
!by following the policy of George
Washington, to keep clear of all
foreign entanglements— both po-
litical and commercial. W 0
learned our lesson In the Great
War l>> dealing with all bellig-
erents and thus becoming in-
volved in the conflict. The eco-
nomic difficulties attending such
strict neutrality would be a blow
to American foreign trade, but
well worth it because the en-
gagement In war necessarily de-
mands huge loss In life and
money. No trade Is worth that
loss in life. During the last war
we lent billions of dollars which
will never be repaid. There Is
no logic In war.
"I would as an American citi-
zen support the United States in
any war In whi c h It was In-
volved."
Mildred McDonald, Freshman:
"I am for America's joining
the League of Nations as a help
in preventing future wars. Dur-
ing a war, however, Isolation at
the expense of foreign trade is
the only way to keep from be-
coming involved. I would sup-
port the United States only in a
war of defense."
Peggy Dougherty, Junior:
"As a preliminary step to
avoid war I would advocate the
lowering of tariff barriers which
work to the economic difficulties
of foreign countries and thus
cause antipathy. In time of war
Iwould advocate complete isola-
tion even at the cost of internal
economic depression. Iwould
support the country only in a
defensive w* r. I believe we
should avoid an active part in
(so-called) peace conferences,
but should continue to sit in as
an observer. Let us follow the
principles laid down by the Mon-
roe Doctrine."
f'l'o end the perfectevening . . .go to theSILK HAT1800 Olive Way
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By Adolph Bischoff. S. J.
S. G. LIBRARY STAFF
AUGMENTED BY TWO
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Presenting one of the finest,
most carefully selected programs
ever sung by a College Glee Club,
the Seattle College Music Society
has completed plans for Its first
formal concert probably on Feb.
22. Two numbers each will be
sung by the Boys' and Girls' Glee
Clubs, followed by the Mixed
Chorus, which will sing a num-
ber of selections Including some
sacred songs and, as a finale, two
of the most famous pieces in the
history of singing— the "Soldiers
Chorus" from "Faust", and the
immortal classic "Land Sighting"
by Grieg.
general Interest of the student
body.
Question. What is your im-
pression of the youth of today as
compared with that of a decade
ago?
Answer. "We are living in an
age of religious indifference.
Morality seems to run in cycles.
One generation may be intensely
religious and the next just the
opposite. This happens to he one
of the Indifferent cycles."
Question. Do you believe that
there will ever be a reuniting of
the various religions?
Answer. "No, there will never
be such a reunion. The other re-
religions consider themselves
branches of the Catholic Church
and believe sincerely that they
are in the right, hence, as the
Catholic Church cannot change
its precepts and cannot consider
a compromise, and as the prot-
estant religions refuse to forsake
their theory, such a union is im-
Augmenting the present library
staff, Mr. Frederick Slmoneau.
S.J., formerly of Tacoma, arrived
this week to act as assistant to
Mr. Clifford Carroll, S.J., librar-
ian. Mr. Simoneau will direct the
work of students engaged in the
library stack rooms. Additions
to the library staff also include
Mrs. Brady, prominent Seattle
poet, who Is graciously presiding
In the. library reading room.
Mr. Carroll, head librarian, an-
nounced yesterday that the col-
lege library has been acquiring
new books rapidly and regularly.
Within the past week several
valuable additions have been





A gay party of men and co-
eds of Seattle College cut the
Ice at the skating party Monday
night at the Ice Arena. The
party was promoted and ar-
ranged by Betty Williams and
Rosanne Flynn.
There were those who had
never tried on a pair of ice
skates before and who felt the
ice for the first time Monday
night. At first, numerous fin-
gerprints were left on the out-
side rail, and, later on, morn
substantial impressions were left
on the surface of the ice as the
beginners ventured unassist-
ed from the side supports. But
the majority of the skaters pro-
gressed with the evening and
soon mastered the art of retain-
ing that elusive equilibrium.
Many a stalwart man lent a
willing hand to a co-ed wabbling
unstably on her first pair of ice
skates— and vice versa.
Besides being a great social
success the party yielded a net |
gain of from $8 to $9, which will
be used for improvement of the
men's smoking room.
The Seattle College Sodality
will hold its next bi-weekly
meeting Monday evening. Febru-
ary 3, at 8 o'clock, In the Provi-
dence Auditorium. The bulk of
this meeting will be a continua-
tion of the topic which has been
discussed in tihe last several
meetings, "Atheism in Modern
Psychology."
A talk on this subject will be
given by Arthur Olmer, a last
year's graduate of Seattle Col-
lege, who is attending the col-
lege at present, taking a course
in education.
The social hour following the
meeting will be arranged by Rob-
ert Richards.
In the meeting of January 20,
Rev. Howard Peronteau. S. J.,
read a selection from "The Life
of Christ," by Goodler.
possible."
Question. Do you believe that
the work of converting the or-
dinary man in the street is as
important as converting the edu-
cated class?
Answer. "We do not contact
only the destitute as many peo-
ple seem to think. Our listeners
are not only of one class. They
comprise men from every walk
of life— ditch diggers to college
professors. However, the "bum"
on the corner is entitled to as
much of a chance to save his
soul as any other human and his
soul is as important to God as
anyone's."
"The Cross of Peace," by Bir
Philip Gibbs, Doubleday, Doran
Co., 1930.
In "The Cross of Peace" Philip
Gibbs returns to his war against
war. A skilled craftsman and an
experienced war correspondent,
he Is admirably fitted to pen
thrilling and convincing propa-
ganda against war and all that
war means.
The present novel, which Is
rich In vivid descriptions of the
terrors of the World War, treats
of the aftermath of the last war.
Armand Gatieres, a French offi-
cer, distinguished In active serv-
ice at the front, is sent into Ger-
many with the Army of Occupa-
tion. Caught in the maelstrom
of hate which followed 'the war,
Gatieres refuses to share in the
acrimony and recriminations lev-
elled at the defeated Germans.
He falls In love with Ina von
Menzel, but national hatred and
post-war sanctions stand between
their love and their duty to their
respective countries. In the ond,
following his years of military
service, Armand marries a French
girl and settles down to a quiet
civilian life. In the background,
however, there lurks the shadow
of frustration brought about by
the'-war.
While it may not be classed
as a great or even outstanding
novel, "The Cross of Peace" is a
strong, journalistic argument
against war, written by a man
who knows whereof he speaks.
It is interesting to read, as well
as being thought-provoking.
Theodore H. Dorsey. evannel-
Ist. convert and orator, held
the students of Seattle College in
Bllent interest for forty-five min-
utes last week. Introduced t>y
Rev. Francis J. McOarrigle. S. J.,
Mr. Dorsey. who has spent the
past three years principally in
addressing people in the streets
on the subject of religion,
sketched his life, his new re-
ligion, and his plans for the or-
ganization of a local chapter of
the Catholic Evidence Guild.
After similar talks to Catholic
organizations in Seattle and vi-
cinity, a call will be Issued to
all those who feel themselves ca-
pable and willing to undertake
the task of preparation for ac-
tive oral campaigning for the
spread of the Catholic Church..
The Guild, whose membership
numbers a hundred in this coun-
try and six hundred in England,
was shown to he accomplishing
much in the combatting of ignor-
ance and bigotry. Enthusiastic-
ally backed by the Bishop, who
has appointed Father Gallag<her
as clergy moderator, the group
will meet once a week for coun-
sel and practice and as soon as
the speakers are prepared will
speak before clubs, over the ra-
dio, in jails, and to the men in
the street.
Stating his early belief that all
men are innately religious, Mr.
Dorsey told of his early evan-
gelistic work under the auspices
of the Episcopal Ohurch. His
story told of a varied experience
in the East and of intimate ac-
quaintance with David Goldstein,
Jewish leader of tihe Guild in
America, Mrs. Avery, of Boston,
and of Mr. and Mrs. Ward, of
London. From the Bowery to
Times Square and from Cathe-
dral steps to mission preaching,
Mr. Dorsey told of doubts occas-
sioned by conflicting interpreta-
tions of the Bible. A chance
perusalof "Faith of Our Fathers"
lead him to the Catholic Church.
The talk, which included his-
tory, plans, and an invitation to
join Bhe Guild, was cleverly
woven throughout with a consist-
ent buildup of the Catholic
Church and the answering of
many common errors and misun-
derstandings.
In an interview with a repre-
sentative of the Spectator after
his talk to the Student-body, Mr.
Dorsey answered the three ques-
tions which were asked him as
considered most pertinent to tihe
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Coach Donovan
A Great Leader" " "
Is Baseball Coming?...
Hoop Stock
On the Rise" ..
ODea vs. Seattle Prep...
When the basketball season started a few months ago,
there were some who foresaw nothing of a winning season
for the Maroon team. These helpful souls quietly shook
their heads and declared that the percentage





ly taking a look
at the figures.




an d 1o a t fiv
This do c sn
seem too c
couraging. but the beat Is yet t
come. Most of the tough rlva s
have been played, and after ha
ing met some of the best team
in these parts the balance Is I
favor of the Collegians. The
should f,o through the rest of tih
season with no more than on
defeat. And if they are able Io
beat the powerful Mt. An g c
quintet that loss will not ma
terialize. So, we see that th
will be a great season for th
Maroons of Seattle College.
IThe winter is still with us, butnt Tumblings of baseball canheard already. Here In Be-le College there is a group ofseball players that would,rm the heart of any diamondich. And the material Is go-
ing to waste. A lineup could be
formed from the list of baseball
players in the school that would
make a good team in anybody's
Ilege. You can rave all yount to about other games, butleball is still the nationalirt. Yes, it would be nice to/c a baseball team at SeattleIlege this spring. Perhaps this
only a passing thought, or
It?
"liniinie Finn, captain and for-
ward of the Maroon ■quad who
ran wild agnioHt Mount Vernon
last nljtht, scoring 17 potato
I'liin will lead his charges Into




SHORT SLANTS: Herb Conyne
isn't the highest scorer on the
basketball team, but they cer-
tainly miss him when he leaves
the game . . . Gordon Brother-
ton is accomplishing a lot In his
campaign for a baseball team,
and his appointment seems to
have been a wise one . . . We
would pit the Seattle Prep bas-
ketball team against any high
school team we've seen around
X quite some time, and makec m odds-on favorites to win. A few loyal fans Journeyedr to Yakima last Saturday toeh the basketball team play. Jack Ryan, ODea star,
played a whale of a game in the
recent ODea-Seattle Prep tussle
I. There were spills and thrillsthe College ice skating party! other night... If you wantsee two great prep school bas-ball teams in action, 'drop outGarrigan gym and watchODeatie Seattle Prep tomorrowlight . . . Next year should see
Seattle College step into major
basketball competition.
Friday night, in Garrigan gym,
the Seattle College Maroons will
entertain the Yakima Junior
College team from Yakima. This
will be the second time these
two teams have met this season.
In the first encounter, last Sat-
urday, the Maroons were vie*
torlous, 39 to 25.
The College team will go into
the game a heavy favorite to
win, due to their fine showing
last week against the same team.
In recent games the Maroons
have been in fine form, and are
expected to take this game, but
not until after a hard battle.
Jerry Donovan, the College
mentor, will probably start his
veteran combination of Finn and
Carmody at forwards, Tobin at
center, with Herb Conyne and
Budnick at the guard positions.
This is the lineup that has been
Istarted in recent games and has
been the best working combina-
tion on the squad.
For Yakima, the tentative
lineup is Gilliam and Ernsdorff,
forwards; Hogan, center, and
Hunt and Sherman starting as
guards. This is the same lineup
that started the game last week
at Yakima.
At Hiis time the Seattle Col-
lege squad seems to be stronger
than at any time this season.
Captain Finn has returned to his
old form, and the whole team has
Improved noticeably. So far this
season, Finn has amassed a total
of 80 points, and at bhe present
leads the scoring column for the
Maroon team.
The Jaysees will present a
stronger combination this week
than they did in the last game,
and will be out to revenge their
recent defeat. Ernsdorff, a for-
ward, is their leading scorer, and
Is a dangerous man at all times.
Sherman, stellar guard, was a
member of the Yakima high
school team that played so well
in the state tournament last year,
and is a strong, aggressive
player.
In this Yakima team, the Ma-
roons face a determined, fighting
aggregation, and It augers well
for them to be ready for a hard,
close battle.
The game will start at 8:15 p.
m., to be preceded by a prelim-
inary encounter between two
high school teams.
The Maroons of Seattle College
journeyed to Belllngham last
Wednesday and dropped a hard-
fougrtit tussle by a score of 45 to
34. For the second time this
season the Collegians met an ag-
gregation that towered above
them. Carver and Phair, two
rangy Vikings, scored 30 points
between them, and this alone was
enough to insure victory.
The Bellingham team led
throughout the game, their ad-
vantage dropping to 2 points with
two minutes to play, but they
again mustered a flurry of
baskets to finish with a corn-
The touring Mount Angel
squad added the Seattle College
Maroons to its string of van-
quished opponents, January 18,
by a score of 49 to 38. Led by
Hub Saalfeld with 14 points, and
Captain Ted Marx with 12, the
towering mountaineers got away
to an early lead, but were hard-
pressed at the end of ten minutes
of play, the score at that point
being Mount Angel, 11;' Seattle
College, 8. At this time the Ma-
roons missed a pair of cripples
and lost heart, while Mount An-
gel took advantage of their
height to run up a 27-to-10 half-
time score.
The second half was different,
with the Maroon five showing
the way throughout. They came
out fighting mad to start the
second period ,and proceeded to
set such a terrific pace that they
steadily lessened the gap and
pulled up to within a few points
before the game was over. Mount
Angel fought off the tiring Ma-
roons In the last few minutes,
however, and went ahead to
score an 11-point victory. Cap-
tain Jimmy Finn and Joe Bud-
nick led the College in scoring,
with 14 and 9 points, respectively.
The line-ups:
Seattle College. Mt. Angel
Budnick (9) F. Herb'rg'r (5)
Finn (14) F. Saalfeld (14)
Tobin (2) C Haener (5)
Phillips (3) G Marx (12)
Carmody (4) G Meyer (3)
Substitutions—S. C, Roth-
stein, F. Conyhe (2), Taylor
(4), H. Conyne. Referee—Les
Arnold.
Tobin (4) C Hogan (3)
Budnick (3) G Hunt (2)
H. Conyne (2)..G... Sherman(2)
Substitutions—S. 0., Rot h-
stein (2), F. Conyne (4), Tay-
lor (7), Smith; Yakima, Walker,
Ross (6). Referee—Ayling.
Seattle College defeated Yak-
ima Junior College last Saturday
In Yakima by a score of 39 to
25. Jimmy Finn, Maroon cap-
tain, led his mates in victory,
gathering a total of 10 points.
Close behind Finn were Carmody
and Taylor, who made 7 points
apiece. Ernsdorff, for Yakima,
garnered 8 counters to lead the
Jaysees.
The game started out slowly,
with the Maroon team 8 points
behind before It scored a point.
Then the Collegian's offense be-
gan to click, and they rang up
points consistently. At half time
the score was 16 to 13, in favor
of Seattle College.
The second half saw the Ma-
roons pull steadily ahead, with
Finn, Carmody and Taylor lead-
ing the scoring barrage. For the
first eleven minutes of the sec-
ond half Yakima failed to score,
and it was at this time that the
Collegians cinched the victory.
With but a few minutes to play
the Maroons put on another rally
and brought the score up to 39,
when the game ended.
Yakima presented a steady,
hard-fighting aggregation, but
bowed to the classy teamwork
displayed by the Seattle team.
Ernsdorff, Jaysee forward, was
the main cog in his team's at-
tack, and worried the Maroon
guards no little throughout the
game.
In this game the College play-
ers played a fas t-passing, ball-
hawking game, and seemed to be
in better form than at any time
so far this season. They con-
sistently broke through the Jay-
see defense to score close-up
baskets, and checked their op-




Finn (10) F... Gilllam (4)
Carmody (7) F.Ernsdorff (8)
their team to victory.
Tomorrow night at Garrigan
Gym, Seattle Prep will play ODea
High, In the second game of their
torrid basketball series. Seattle
Prep won the first game of the
year two weeks ago by a score
of 31 to 28. This was the first
time a Panther team had defeat-
ed ODea in basketball In nine
years.
Both teams are confident of
victory in tomorrow's game, and
a bitter, hard-fought contest is
in the offing. The two teami
get into action at 8:30 o'clock
with a preliminary game starting
at 7:30 o'clock.
Seattle Prep Defeats Columbia 27 to 20;
Reynolds and Claudon Star for Home Team
Seattle Prep's "wonder team"
scored Its eighteenth consecu-
tive victory of the season by de-
feating Columbia Prep of Port-
land last Saturday at Seattle
Prep, by a score of 27 to 20.
The game was closely played
throughout, with the Pantherß
scoring their margin of victory
in the last few minutes of play.
The Seattle team managed to
stay ahead throughout the bat-
tle, but was closely pressed at all
times by Its fighting and deter-
mined opponents.
Outstanding in the prep line-
up where Reynolds and Claudon.
These two played brilliant ball,
and carried the fight that led
Wednesday, January 29, 1936
By "Doc" Schweitzer
Hungry Hank Ulrich, Portland Moundsman,















Editor's Note— Herein, Ed
Schweitzer gives another of his
observances on the sidelights of
the basketball squad.
Every basketball club has its
"man behind the scenes" and
the Seattle College Maroons are
proving no exception to this rule.
The fireworks of the Maroon
court five this year Is provided
by Dutch Ulrich, portly ace
moundsman of the Portland team
In the Pacific Coast Baseball cir-
cuit.
Dutch, sidekick of Jerry Dono-
van, the tutor, is noted for the
manner in which he waxes elo-
quent as an after-dinner speaker.
Although only 23 years old, he
has had much experience among
large gatherings of sport celebri-
ties on the shores of the Pacific.
Ulriah was on the firing line
of several minor league teams
before signing up with the Se-
attle Indians at training camp,
one summer two years ago.
"Hungry Hank" is another of his
many and varied nicknames.
"Hungry Hank" and "Hitchhike"
Ulrich are names given him by
Royal Brougham because of his
huge capacity for devouring
foodstuffs and the manner In
which he crooked his finger to
training camp.
"Hungry Hank" is a great
eater. Just listen to him expos-
tulate: "I can eat anybody
around Garrigan gymnasium un-
der the table and if you wish to
contest me. Doc, I'll be willing to
rombat you with Jerry holding
the stakes." Now, I'm a pretty
fair "lover" of repast, but when
it concerns actual physical com-
petition with the Gargantum Ul-
rlch, Imust relinquish my place
for that of the side lines. For
Dutch is a 240-pound behemoth
of gigantic proportions, being
over six feet tall and a very pow-
erful young man. So we'll lust
concede Mister Ulrich first place
without a battle in the eating
contest (which will not be held.)
The Dutchman has ripped
three Maroon basketball jumper
suits so far this year while as-
sisting Donovan with the coach-
ing duties. When Ulrich Isn't
ripping suits he is piloting a
taxicab around Seattle for di-
version.
"Hungry Hank" is just one
of the "boys" to the basketball
squad and rightly so, for he is
a "man's man."
MT. VKKXO.V, Jan. 28.
—
Hnow-
iiiK under the Mount Vornon
Junior Collage basketball «i|iiu<l
<IO to 21. the Beadle ColU-Re Ma-
roons liLst night wl|>ed out the
ignominy of two 30 to 211 de-
feats .uliiiiiiiMii r.l last seasonby
the lne.\|»erieiice<! hoOfMten of
the northern oily, l.iil by Captain
Jiiiiinie Iinn who tidied up sev-
enteen |><>inis against the de-
>fenders, ihc< Collegian.* outplayed
their o|>|M>nent.s from tin- open-
Ing tip-off of the game. OLson,
wfiMi six points was high-point
man for Mi. Vernon, while Kl-
linger, veteran from last year.
was held to two tallies.
Line-ups:
Seattle Coll. (60) Mt. Vern. (21)
Finn (17) F Ellinger (2)
Carmody (4) F Olson (6)
Tobin (3) ....C Moen (4)
Conyne H. (4) F.... Hanson (2)
Budnick (5) G Hall
Substitutions— 8. C, Rothstein
(11), F. Conyne (4),Taylor (12);
Mt. Vernon, Strouse, Mathies
(4), Conn (2), Stevenson (1).
Referee, Neff and Thompson.
fortabde lead.
During the second half of this
spectacular ball game. Captain
Jimmy Finn and Frank Carmody
dropped In shot after shot to
keep the fans in a frenzy, but
the height of Carver and Phair
proved an advantage too great to
overcome.
The line-ups:
S. C. B. N.
Carmody (13) ..F.Vand'rg'n (3)
Finn (9) F....Carver (17)
Tobin (2) C Phair (12)
Btidnick (3) G. ..... Stutz (4)
H. Conyne (2) .G. D'mbrskl (4)
Substitutions— S. C, F. Con-
yne, Rothstein, Taylor (5); Bell-
ingiham, Pense (2), Zedzlc (3),
X. Pense. Referee— -Bill Jewell.
College Hoopsters
Rally But Lose to
Mount Angel 49-38
S. C. Maroons Defeat
YakimaSquad39-25;






1)00 Terry Aye. Seattle, Wash.
Religious Articles Make
The Most Acceptable Gifts
The Kaufer Co.
CATHOUC SUPPLY HOUSE
1004 Fourth (At Stewart)
January Clearance Sale
Reg. $1.00 Ties 75c
Reg. $1.50 Ties $1.00
All Wool and Hand Woven
Reg. 25c Ties 10c
Reg. $2.25 Broadcloth Shirts .$1.85
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Reg. 50c Jockey Shorts 35c
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Reg. $1.00 Flannel Pajamas 79c
Reg. $1.95 Br'dcloth Pajamas $1.25
Reg.$3.50Br.Wool Sweaters.$1.25
Specials That Can't Be Beat
(8% Discount to tkom Mentioning the HPECTATOK)
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anything. Why not demand the
same of the books we read? The
question is there for all of us.
The answer will depend on
whether or not we choose to read
at least a few books that are
worth more than mere pastimes— -books with a message worth
knowing.
Tin- Modern llattle of Books
Verily this is an age of unex-
pn'PMlontats. Reams and reams
of perfectly good paper, to say
nothing of equally good ink, are
wasted dally to bring forth a re-
lentless army of books. And
what books they are! Take your
pick: there's Stein with all her
froth, ihazy Sherwood Andersons,
not to mention the unmration-
nhlcs!
There Is no denying that every
day the mountains quake and
groan, but what a ridiculous
mouse Is born. (Shades of Hor-
ace!) Ridiculous? Yes, at
least to those of us who claim
rationality. But those producing
the senseless clap-trap of the
day, the smut, the perversion
that marks so many modern
books, consider their work very
serious and very worthwhile.
Because there Is so much il-
logical literature flooding the
book marts today, the intelligent,
well-trained writer must look to
his weapons if he is to save lit-
erature from destruction. But
if this crusade of the quill Is
to be more than a tilt with wind-
mills, the modern writer must
come to the fray with sharpened
wits and words, a thorough
knowledge of Bhe state of the
question, and a solid grasp of
sound philosophy. These walls
of Jericho will not fall at the
crash of sounding brass and cym-
bals, clear-cut logic must save
the day.
With apologies to that clever
publication, "This Publishing
Business," issued by Sheed and
Ward, the Scrivener offers some
thought - provoking quotations:
for those who must portion tibeir
time with a stop-watch there
isn't much question of what to
read, the question Is how to
find time for any reading.
"There is no question here of
being high-brow, but of being a
brow at all. The case is beauti-
fully stated in one of our most
poignant limericks:
"There was a young man of
Clovelly
Whose brains were reduced
to a Jelly:
He had, it is said.
Spent a fortnight in bed
With the works of Miss
Marie Corelli.
"The truth is that a man be-
comes what he reads: if you read
jelly you become Jelly— and most
of our reading is Just that.
"The reason may be stated
simply: men hate having any-
thing to do; men hate having
nothing to do. They are, there-
fore, fertile in t*e Invention ot
things which are equivalent to
nothing
—
things which will pass
the time. Coleridge . . . men-
tions among such: scanning the
advertisements In waiting rooms,
spitting over a bridge, and read-
ing the kind of books we have
already so delicately indicated.
There you have the genesis of
pa.stlino reading: nothing hap-
pens in Pin1 mind; down in the
forest, so to speak, nothing stirs—
simply the time passes."
Now, all this would be accept-
able, were it not that we cannot
afford just to pass all our time.
We like to have something to
show for the time we devote to
Jack McMullen, former student
at Seattle College has gone into
business for himself. This an-
nouncement came last week from
Me's Tie Shop at Second and
James,The Me is none other than
our own Jack.
McMullen is not a novice at the
haberdashery business, having
been formerly associated with
Scotty's Tie Shop.
McMullen was prominent in
dramatics while a student at the
College, taking the part of Father
Daly In the famous one-act play,
"The. Valiant."
The debating society might look
close to school for material for a
debate. Almost any day a violent
argumentmay burstspontaneously
Into clamor. It would have long
ago, did those who felt disposed
to argue think they would benefit




hungry students than there are
stools at the corner drug store
—
and. the College is distinctly a co-
educational Institution.
Daily there occurs a phenome-
non worthyof scrutiny,a phychol-
ogy class, exposition, and perhaps
a psychopathy ward. There are,
each school day, twenty-five min-
utes in- which toeat and thirty stu-
dents wiho would do it at the insti-
tution mentioned above. The men,
characterized by a lazy indiffer-
ence, follow the girls, of whom an
enormous appetite and directness
of purpose sees them soon seated
on three quarters of the stools.
The left hand sandwich maker,
who bears no resemblance at all to
the usual garrulua article, quick-
ly and efficiently serves malts,
shakes and coffee.
"The boys" struggle In, some-
what clamorously, fill the few re-
maining seats, stand at the end of
the counter, back the men squat-
ters two deep, and shift in the
background, smoking cigarettes.
Sandwiches, putts; shakes and pies
and coffee, are served furiously
till twelve-ten. Five more min-
utes and classes will start.
"The boys" have thinned out.
The girls, sitting tight, light, and
witty, have had enough food and
conversation to last an hour: a
cigarette lighted, nose patched,
a hat cocked and, leisurely the
well-fed depart.
The question, unresolved, is:
should or shouldn't the male stu-
dents of Seattle College offer the
first call to the girls who in the
first place are veryhungry but do
very little, after all, in the appeas-
ing of that hunger except drinkI
water, and tattle. And, Ifso,could
the girls be made conscious of the
ludicroueness of the existing order
and would or wouldn't they make
amends if they did. Or
— ,if not,
would we, in so not doing, disrupt
their morale, unbalance their eo-
eial equilibrium or otherwise
make them very unhappy? As to
this latter Ibelieve we would at
once perceive manifestations of
the feminine, unless we were not,
in that moment of freedom, to
weaken, in which case the next
thing to tears would appear— re-
sentment. Which would all seem
to indicate that, take it or leave
it, the men cannot win; to be
strong for a moment, only to be
conquered, would dangerously in-
flate their ego
— and all roads clos-
ed by groans or tears, we have
only to hope, we men, that the
girls will relent. Will they? It's
up to them.
The Scrivener












WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12The faculty of Seattle College
has plans of organizing a Pep
Band In tine Immediate future,
which will wipe out all remem-
brance of the orchestra, which
figures In name only last quar-
ter. The campaigning of Mr.
Aklin and a generous donation of
music and instruments have the
certainty of a fitting musical or-
ganization, all but making mimic
Mentioning no names, Mr. Ak-
lin held promise of several fine
musicians who will rorm the nu-
cleus of the intended organiza-
tion; talent In the school, he
stated, will round out the neces-
sary membership. "These mu-
sicians," Mr. Aklin is quoted as
stating, "will be very fine, for
them two marches and two over-
tures and a couple of other
pieces will be nothing for one
rehearsal."
Spectator InExhibit
Hear ye! Hear ye! Here at
last Is a golden opportunity for all
the crooners, warblers, trillers,
basso profundos, and would-beop-
era stars to make uee of their
heaven-sent talents for the good
of the school. Plans for present-
ing "Mikado" in May are being
made by Mr. Aklin. director of the
Music Society, and all those who
take special delight in giving vent
to their emotions through the me-
dium ut song are invited to make
an appointment with the director
for a voice test. By trying out for
the "Mikado" you may soar to the
highest peak of fame in the world
of song and make your genius
known to the musical world.
The cast will be chosen from the
members of the Glee Clubs and
will be limited to thirty-six mem-
bers.
The "Mikado"is a famous oper-
etta written by two equally noted
English dramatists, Gilbert and
Sullivan. The operetta is an amus-
ing comedy of errors with its set-
ting in Japan.
Continuing Us series of Culture
Lectures, Seattle College will again
present Father Francis J. Mc-
Garrlgle,S. J., on Wednesday. Feb.
12, at the K. C.hall. Fr. McOar-
rigle will speak on "Is ManMerely
a Machine?"
During the Fall Quarter the
Culture Lectures attracted much
attention due to the fact that Fr.
McOarrigle is a scholar and lec-
turer of wide experience and talks
on subjects to which he has given
years of Intensive study. The
speaker studied in Belgium and
Holland and then continued his
work at the Gregorian University
in Rome where he received a spe-
cial Papal degree, M. Ag. The
conferring of this degree i« a spe-
cial distinction for it signifies that
the bearer has completed his the-
ological studies with the highest
honors. Father McGarrigle has
taught Theology at St. Mary's,
Kansas, and at Mt. St. Michael's,
Spokane. At present he is region-





An invitation to enter the Spec-
tator in the Catholic Scholastic
Proas Exhibit to be heldduring the
month of February at Notre Dame
Academy, Bolleville. Illinois, has
been received and accepted. i
This is the second time during
the school year that the Spectator
staff has received invitations to
place the paper on exhibit. Last
November the Very Rev. W. J.
Fitzgerald, S. J., provincial of the
Oregon Province, notified Seattle
College that It had been Invited
to enter its paper In the interna-
tional Cabholic Press Exhibit.
PUGET SOUND
NEWS
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